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USA attend juvenile courts,USA attend juvenile courts,
and boysand boys 44--55 X more than girls.X more than girls.
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--This syndrome has been found in all social strata.This syndrome has been found in all social strata.
--The incidence is not well established.The incidence is not well established.
--The most worrying sequels is mental and neurologicalThe most worrying sequels is mental and neurological
complications.complications.
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11. Increased legal help.. Increased legal help.
22. More case workers.. More case workers.
33. Educating young couples to not have child until  they. Educating young couples to not have child until  they
become mature enough to rear children.become mature enough to rear children.
44. Attempts to strengthen the individual and his family.. Attempts to strengthen the individual and his family.
55. Supportive home visitors are found to be very. Supportive home visitors are found to be very
effective in preventing child abuse in families consideredeffective in preventing child abuse in families considered
to be risky in this issue.to be risky in this issue.

*The problem of child abuse is complex one, and reflects*The problem of child abuse is complex one, and reflects
merely one facet of the larger issue of violence in themerely one facet of the larger issue of violence in the
home and in modern society at large.home and in modern society at large.
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high proportion without any family support, particularly inhigh proportion without any family support, particularly in
the mega cities of the developing world.the mega cities of the developing world.
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33. Skin diseases.. Skin diseases.
44. Drug abuse.. Drug abuse.
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66. Criminal exploitation.. Criminal exploitation.
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